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(ABSTRACT)

The methods of modeling and measurement of switching con-

verters are discussed in this thesis. The average model is

very simple but is inaccurate when modulation frequencies

approach to one-half of the switching frequency. The discrete

model can accurately predict the modulation envelope of the

output voltage, but it is very complex. The discrete—average

model combines both average and discrete modeling techniques

so that it possesses the advantages of both techniques. The

experimental results show the deficiency of analog modulation

technique for loop gain measurement under certain circum-

stances. The digital modulator, on the other hand, always

provides accurate measurement data. The accuraqy of the

discrete-average model is verified by measurement data using

the digital modulator,
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Switching converters are nonlinear, discrete and time-

varying system. The operation of these switching regulators

can be represented by cyclic changes of power—state

topologies. Modeling and analysis of switching converters has

been done using both averaging and discrete-sampling tech-

niques.

The averaging technique [1] makes simplifying assumptions.

Thus, the modeling procedure and umthematical results are

greatly simplified. Even though the state-space averaging

technique is the most commonly used method for modeling of

switching regulators, the model's accuracy degenerates as the

modulation frequency approaches one-hahf of the switching

frequency.

The discrete-sampling technique [2,3] makes no simplifying

assumptions about the converter. It can be used in any ap-

plication where the linearization of a periodically changing

structure is sought. It accurately predicts the modulation

envelope of the output voltage. The model derivation is

rather involved mathematically, and is difficult to use by

average practicing engineers.
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An improved modeling technique, discrete-average model,

was proposed [4] by combining the advantages of both modeling

techniques. The discrete-average model uses the averaged

state-space similar to the averaging technique and determines

the output by discrete samples. The model is easy to imple-

ment, gives physical insight and is accurate up to one-half

of the switching frequency.

The main objective of this thesis is to compare the aver-

age model with the discrete-average model. In order to do

this, the converter loop gains are measured using both the

analog modulator and digital modulator and the results are .

compared with theoretical predictions.

In chapter 2, a comparison is made between the average

model and the discrete-average model, particularky in the

form of transfer functions. The main differences between the

average model and the discrete-average model are reviewed.

ha Chapter 3, an improved canonical circuit model that

preserves the input, output, and state-variable properties

of converter circuits are presented for buck, boost, and

buck/boost converters with constant frequency, constant Toff
and constant Tom control schemes.
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[
In Chapter 4, the two measurement techniques, analog mod- E

ulation technique and digital modulation technique, are dis- E
cussed. It is shown that the analog modulator is valid only ]

when the waveform at the point where the modulation signal

is injected is smooth and well—behaved. As we know, this is

not the case in many converter circuits. Since the digital

modulator can directly modulate the duty-cycle signal, the

limitation of the analog modulator is therefore overcome.

Chapter 5 further discusses the effect of feedback control

on power—stage model selection. The output voltage waveform

of the boost and buck/boost converters is discontinuous, when

the circuit is subjected to small-signal disturbances, the

output voltage waveform may contain a double envelope with

duty-cycle modulation [4]. If the compensation network aver-

ages these components so that all modulation components are

integrated and form an integral part of the error signal, the

average model is accurate. On the other hand, if the compen-

sation network is run: a good lowpass filter, the discrete-

average model is the better one to use. Experimental

measurements are made to support the above findings.
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CHAPTER 2. AN OVERVIEW OF SMALL-SIGNAL MODELING TECHNIQUES[

Modeling and analysis of dc-dc converters has been done

by average method, discrete—sampling technique and more re-

cently discrete-average technique. The detail discussions

of the three models are described in references [l] through

[6]. In order to evaluate the merits and demerits of both the

average and discrete-average techniques, a brief review of

both techniques are presented. The difference between aver-

age model and discrete-average model in state—space repre-

sentation and transfer-function representation are

highlighted.

2J AMERAGE MODEL .

The average model presented in reference [l] has two in-

puts (input voltage and duty-cycle ratio) and one output

(output voltage). The extended average model [4] further

includes the Jxxui disturbance as another input and inductor

current (mmf) and capacitor voltage as additional outputs.

For the averaging technique each interval in the cycle is

described by its state—space equations. The principle ideal

of the averaging technique is to replace the state—space de-

CHAPTER 2. AN OVERVIEW OF SMALL-SIGNAL MODELING1‘EcHN1QUEs 4 1



scriptions of the two switched networks by a single state-

space description which represents the average effect of the

switched network in one cycle of operation [1]. Taking the

average of the state equations for both intervals Tom and

Toff the following state—space representation is obtained:

Ä = A'x + b' u + b'.i , (2.1)— — v 1 o

V V 1
-| I·-·

{°Iy;— c Ä + g lo —
{

1L
I

(2.2)

L VC 1

where

I- I I- IA — dAl + d A2 , b V — dbvl + d bvz,
I- I I- Ic — dcl + d cz , b i — dbil + d biz,

g' = dgl + d'g2 ,

d _ Ton d, = Toff_
T ’ T °

P P

Where Tp is the period of the switching cycle.

CHAPTER 2. AN OVERVIEW OF SMALL-SIGNAL MODELING
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By means of state—space averaging, the original switching,

nonlinear time—Varying system is simplified into a contin-

uous, linear time-Varying system.

To study the small—signal behavior, the time—varying sys-

tem described in (2.1) and (2.2) can be further simplified

using perturbation techniques. Introducing Variations in the

line Voltage and duty-cycle ratio by the following substi—

tutions:

A AV = V + V , d = D + d ,~ 9 9 9
d' = D' - d , i = I + i . (I = O)o o o o

These Variation will result in perturbations of the state

Variable and the output, as shown below:

VO = VO + VO .

Assuming the ac Variations are very small in magnitude

compared to their steady—state values, equations. (2.1) and

(2.2) can be linearized by neglecting its higher order (non-

linear) terms. The final form of the average model is shown

below:

CHAPTER 2. AN OVERVIEW OF SMALL—SIGNAL MODELING
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The dc (steady-state) model is:

O = AX + b V

X = cX (2.3)

the ac (linear dynamic) model is:

A A A /\ Ag — Ag + bvg+ [(Al - A2)X + (bvl — bv2)Vg]d + biio
Q = cg + (cl - c2)Xd + gio (2.4)

where

_ I ._ IA - DAl + D A2 , bv — Dbvl + D bvz,
- I _ Ic — Dcl + D cz , bi — Dbil + D biz,

s = Dgl + D's2 ,

D = Ton D, = Toff
T ’ T '

P P

The transfer functions can be found by taking Laplace

transformation of (2.3b), solving for x(s) and substituting

into (2.3a). This results in:

CHAPTER 2. AN OVERVIEW OF SMALL-SIGNAL MODELING
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^ - I 1 A]_1{b ^ + I A A ^ + b b Ä l1(S) — S S vVg(S) ( 1 2); ( V1- V2)VgI (S)
(2-5)

The duty—cycle-to-output transfer function is:

AV (S) _1
c[sI - A] b[(A1—A2)g+(bV1-bv2)vg] + (c1—c2)g (2.6)

The input-to-output transfer function is:

V (S)cäl-—‘ = c[sI — A]-lb . (2.7)Vg(S) 6

The load-disturbance-to-output transfer function is:

9 (S) _-Q———-= 6[S1 - A1 lb. + g . (2.8)1 (s) 1O

2.2 PROBLEMS IN THE AVERAGE MODEL

The average model has been employed successfully in many

applications. However, the model's accuracy degrades as the

modulation frequency approaches to one-half of the switching

frequency [6]. There are some assumptions that lack math-

ematical rigor. Average of the state variables can be justi-

fied because an effective low-pass filter resides in every

converter circuit. This low-pass filter in fact averages the

CHAPTER 2. AN OVERVIEW OF SMALL—SIGNAL MODELING
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inductor current and capacitor voltage. Therefore, the aver-

aged state accurately predicts the small-signal behavior up

to one-half of the switching frequency. However, the average

of the converter output is unjustifiable, since there is no

circuit component in the converter that averages the output

voltage waveform.

For the boost or buck-boost family of converter circuits,

the output voltage is discontinuous and the inaccuracy of the

average model at high modulation frequency becomes quite

pronounced. This problmm motivated the development of the

discrete-average model.

2.3 DISCRETE-AVERAGE MODEL

Discrete-average model uses the averaging technique for

the states and takes discrete samples for the output. The

method is briefly outlines as follows. For each converter

the state equations during TOn are expressed by:

Q = AlQ + bvlvg + bilio (2.9)

where io is the load disturbance, represented by a current

injected into the output node. During Toff, the state

equations are expressed by:

CHAPTER 2. AN OVERVIEW OF SMALL—SIGNAL MODELING
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Ä = AZÄ + bvzvg + bizio (2.lO)

The state equations are averaged to give a single—period

representation as shown below:‘

°_ I I I ·Ä (dAl+ d A2)Ä + (dbVl+ d bV2)Vg + (dbil+ d bi2)1O (2.11)

The output expression is given by:

V V 1
I ¤I

y = cuÄ + gio = g iL { (2.12)
I IL VC 1

For the constant frequency and constant Toff control, cn =
c , and for constant T control, c = c .1 on n 2

Introducing ‘variations iai the line ‘voltage, duty-cycle

ratio and load disturbance by the following substitutions:

^
A

V = V + v , d = D + d ,9 9 9•_•_^ ·= Ö =d - D d , lo IO + 10. (IO O)

These Variation will result in perturbations of the state and

the output, as shown below. _

CHAPTER 2. AN OVERVIEW OF SMALL-SIGNAL MODELING
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2=2 +2,
1=X+2—

Substituting the above expressions into (2.11) and (2.12), .

we obtain:

2 = AX + A2 + b V + b G’ “ “ V 9 V 9
A+((Al- A2); + (bVl+ bV2)Vg)d + biäo + 2nd order terms

g + G = cn; + cnä + gäo G
(2.13)

where

_ IA - DAl + D A2 ,
_ Ibv- DbVl+ D bvz,
__ ID1‘ Db11+ D bi2’ ‘
_ Ig - Dgl + D gz ,

Assuming that departures of the their corresponding

steady—state values are small compared to the steady—state

values themselves, we neglect the 2nd order terms. The
discrete-average model in its final form is shown below.

The dc model is:

CHAPTER 2. AN OVERVIEW OF SMALL—SIGNAL MODELINGTECHNIQUES 11



O = AX + b V

X = cnX . (2.14)

the ac model is:

A — A^ + b ^ + A A x + b b Ä + b °Ä — Ä vvg II 1
_

2)- ( vl - v2)Vg] ilo

Q = eng + gäo (2.15)

The transfer functions can be found by taking Laplace

transformation of (2.l3b), solving for x(s) and substituting

into (2.13a). This results in:

For the duty-cycle—to—output transfer function:

V V (S) 1I d<:> I
A IA Iy (S) I1L(S)(O>I _1
?E.T· CAISI ‘ AI bI<A1‘^z>¥*<bV1‘bVz>VgI

I A II v (S) I 2 16I ä<S> I "
’

For the input—to-output transfer function we get:

CHAPTER 2. AN ovERv1Ew OF SMALL-SIGNAL MoDEL1NcTECHNIQUES 12



1-«»—"**11 "g‘S’ 1
^ (S) <S11¤>Ill: _;,,i__ _ -1v (S) 1 v (S) 1 c¤[sI A1 bv .6 I 6 I1 G (S) 11 (2.17)

For the load-disturbance-to-output transfer function we get:

**1
I ISIS) I

17 (S) (SHG)I7F"““'= |"l7T“—‘“’| c [sI - A]_lb. + g .1 (s) 1 (s) n 1o | o |
I I1 G (S1 1-v°——- 2.18I ?O<S>I ‘ ’

2.4 COMPARISON o1= T1-11: AVERAGE MODEL AND DISCRETE-AVERAGE
Monat

Comparisons of the average and discrete-average model is
done by resorting to the transfer functions determined in the
previous section. The transfer function of the boost con-

verter will be used as the example throughout this section.
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II
I
I

The transfer function determined by the average technique is

[6]:

$O(s)-_- Vg 1+RC/RL 1+s(1/wZ—1/wa)-sz/wawz

Ä(s) (D')’ (1+RC/D°RL)2 1 + s/wOQ + (s/wO)2 (2.19)

where

72„=.1...z
R C ’ a L ’

c

w=.Tl.. Q=l_ l6 ./‘L‘c' ' wo L/D'RL+Rcc‘

The control—to—output transfer function determinad by the

discrete—average technique is dependent upon the duty-cycle

control [6].

For constant frequency and constant Toff control:

G(S) v 1-s/w<> - g ,________.2L..._..ä<s> ‘ (DI): 1 + S/wOQ + (S/~O>“ (2‘2°’

where

(D°)2RL
wal = --———E—_—_'

°

CHAPTER 2. AN QVERVIEW OF SMALL-SIGNAL MODELING
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For constant constant Tom control:

G (S) v 1 + S/w,11- = ;_ , .......___...a2._._.d<S) (D')2 1 + S/109 + (S/~O>* (2*22)

where

w = .a2 RCC/D — L/(D ) RL

Comparing the above three expressions, for· RL>>RC and

RL>>Rl (RC is the equivalent series resistance of the
capacitor and R1 is the winding resistance of the inductor

in the boost converter circuit), it is obvious that the av-

erage and discrete-average transfer functions have the same

dc gain, natural resonant frequency wo, and Q—factor. The

discrete—average model transfer function has no second—order

term in the numerator, while the average 1mode1 transfer

function has a second order term s2/wzwa. At high modulation

frequency the average model exhibits larger gain and small

phase delay due to the presence of the second order term, as

shown in Figure 2.4.1.

Comparing equations (2.20) and (2.21), it is obvious that

wal and waz differ by RCC/d. Under certain design conditions
the COI1S'Ca1’1Tl frequency expression Call have II'lU.Ch ITIOIG phase

CHAPTER 2. AN OVERVIEW OF SMALL—SIGNAL MODELING
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delay than the constant Ton control [4]. It is interesting

to note that the undesirable right-half—plane zero in con-

stant Ton control can be eliminated provided that RCC/D >
L/(D' ) ZRL .

CHAPTER 2. AN OVERVIEW OF SMALL-SIGNAL MODELING
TECHNIQUES 16
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CHAPTER 3. THE DISCRETE-AVERAGE MODEL CIRCUIT REALIZATION

3.1 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL REALIZATION

The discrete—average model that describes the system's

small—signal behavior was derived in the previous section.

This model preserves the input, output and state-variable

properties of dc-dc converters. The objective of this sec-

tion is to realize a canonical circuit model for the buck,

boost and. back/boost converters with constant frequency,

constant off-time and constant on—time duty-cycle control.

To illustrate the process by which a circuit model is ob-

tained, the boost converter with constant on-time duty—cycle

control will be used as an example. I

For the boost converter, the discrete-average model is:

V Rl+ d'RC//RL d' RL II -——————— · —·—————· II L L RC+ RL II I
x = l , | x (3.22)

I —.;.__ ...;__ I
I C Rc + RL (Rc + RL)C I
V 1 7 V df -1
I ‘]T I I "E— R //RL I V - 1I I I ° I I lu I
I I q I L I <> · I I

O R + R C | | vI I I ( C L) I I C I

18
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I

V 1 V 1 V 1I V6 I I Rc//RL RL I I Rc//RL I
I I I R + RL I I II_II C I I I_yo = I lo I = I 1 O I R + I O I lo

· Iv · 3.23I¤II¤ II I¤I"
Solving for vc in terms of vo and io in the first output

equation; one obtains:

vc = (l + Rc/RL)vO - Rcio (3.24)

or in matrix form:

I-*7 V1
O|1LII |I1LI I I_

v R + ———— v — R'III 1II<= II III II:
I C I L C RL I L C I L C I‘ (3.25)

Substitution of equation (3.26) into (3.23) gives an

equation in terms of iL and vo:

V · 1 V __BL _;Q: 1 V · 1 V O 1 V__}_1
I 1L I I L L I I 1L I I I I L II I : I d•R +R I I I + I I i + I I V"I————I‘C —III IIIICI IC

v v C OI C I L C(Rc+RL) RLC I L C I L I L I
(3.26)

The first equation in (3.26) is:

CHAPTER 3. THE DISCRETE-AVERAGE MODEL CIRCUITREAL1zAT1oN 19
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Ldi. L • _ _ (3.27)Rl1L + ——äE—— + d vo vg — 0

It is realized as shown in Figure 3.1.1(a). The second

equation is: . _

dvc d'RL+ Rc vo
L c

The circuit realization is shown in Figure 3.1.1(b). Using

an ideal transformer, the two subcircuits in Figure 3.1.1 can

be connected as shown in Figure 3.1.2(a).

Figure 3.l.2(b) is obtained by introducing the perturba-

tions vg= Vg + vg, iL = IL + iL, d = D + d, d' = D' — d', vc

= V + G and v = V Removal of the time-varying d termc c o o o
from the transformer turns ratio results in Figure 3.1.2(c).

Assuming that the low-frequency ac disturbance is suffi-

ciently small compared to the steady—state values the second

order terms in Figure 3.1.2(c) can be neglected. Now removing

the dc terms and rearranging the parameters, we get the

small-signal circuit model shown in Figure 3.1.2(d). This

circuit model preserves the input, output and average state-

variable properties of the boost converter under constant Ton
control.

CHAPTER 3. THE DISCRETE-AVERAGE MODEL CIRCUIT
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R1 L

IL ib l

(a)

Vo

RL ioGRC——¤„RL+
RC

(D)

Fig. 3.1.1 Boost converter circuit model realization(For constant TO¤ control)
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R! L VO

O OV9 LodRC _
RL+Rc'L

_ d' = 1
(a)

Rz LO

I
^V¤+Vg RL '°0+8 R , 6

Rc RL

0L8 6 1
<¤>

Fig. 3.l.2(a)—3.l.2(d) Boost converter circuit model

perturbation and linearization.
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"¤ ‘¤
Rg Rc 'Ld Rg RcD'L

¤' = 1
(d)

Fig. 3.1.2 (continued)
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Figure 3.1.3 and Figure 3.1.4 are the buck converter cir-

cuit model and the buck/boost converter circuit model. The

process of realizing these circuits model are the same as

boost converter.

CHAPTER 3. THE DISCRETE-AVERAGE MODEL CIRCUIT IREALIZATION 24 I



RI. L vo I

• O O • C

V :; - IP A 0 ¤
VC1

: d 1 : 1
(8)

I2„ L vgö vO+OO
I

RA cId • • •
E'1;+% 0 A+

“· ‘¤
vC""C .

1 : D 1 Z 1

<¤> ·

RA I. vgä 00· —+1„—•
R

A Ié • g-• • - • C
vg Z3 l

RI. 10

1 ¢ D 1 : 1(cl

Fig. 3.l.3(a)·3.l.3(c) Buck converter circuit model
(For constant Ton control) 25 t
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Rs GIRCIIRL Ls vc I
I

vg ; O O |°

1 g 1“¤
Ia)

Io
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0 0 0 "= 0 °°0:?‘::·*—1
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(c I

Fig_ 3_l_4(a)-3.1.4(c) Buck/bcost canverter circuit mcdel(Fox constant Tcu comtrcl)
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3.2 CANONICAL CIRCUIT MODEL

In reference [7]. D. J. Shortt developed a canonical cir-
cuit model for discrete-average model as shown in Figure

3.2.1. There are four controlled current sources I3, I4, D3
and D4 in his canonical model. For constant frequency and

Toff control, the canonical circuit model presented in this
section has the same input, output and state variable as D.

J. Shortt's since two models have the same transfer func-
tions. For constant Tcn control, D. J1 Shortt made an as-
sumption of RC << RL. The canonical circuit model presented

in this chapter does not made any assumption, and it has only

two control current sources I3 and D3. It is more accurate
and simplier than D. J. Shortt's model.

Figure 3.2.2 is the canonical circuit model that can be

used for small-signal analysis of buck, boost and buck/boost

converters ‘with. constant 'Tou, constant Toff and constant
frequency control. All the necessary parameters are listed

in Table 3.2.2. This canonical circuit model can be used in
the small-signal analysis of dc-dc converters with multiloop

feedback control. This circuit model preserves the input,

output, and state variables properties of the original sys-

tem.

CHAPTER 3. THE DISCRETE-AVERAGE MODEL CIRCUITREALIZATION 27
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Figure 3.2.3 is the canonical circuit model of the average

model. Comparing Figure 3.2.2 and Figure 3.2.3, it is in-

teresting to note that that difference between the average

model and discrete-average model lies on the additional con-

trol current sources I3 and. D3 which. modulate only the
capacitor ESR„ ZÜI the average model these two controlled

current sources are zero.

CHAPTER 3. THE DISCRETE-AVERAGE MODEL CIRCUIT
REAL IZAT ION28
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I
I
I

Table 3.2.1 D. J. Shortt's canonical circuit model parameters

I · Buck I Boos t Buck/Boos t II
I

NI I O S1 I I NP II.
Conscanr Frequency,Constant off time, I., 0 I IL

I
ILConscanc on time ' I I

ND1 D I . ....§.. D
. NR

02 I 1 0' 0'
R I R I R RS

IL I L I L LS

I NV VI Vo ILRC//RL
I

IIS VI _I_ VO - ILRC//RL
I IPLIIConscantFrequency,

Constant off time I4 O Rc I RI; [—*—Ir L *T LRL + c c

03 0 0 I 0 I
Da 0 D' D' Rc

+ RKL C FQ + IC

" V; VO j;_ vl + vo
I NP

I3 ° R1 1 RL 1L **-11* LRL + c RL + c

I O IILI I ¤ I ¤ ¤
I II 0 I 0 I 0
I
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Table 3.2.2 Canonical Circuit Model Parameters of Fig.3,Z_Z

-_
Buck 1¤¤St 1 1

1 A
P

Constant Frequency,

Constant off time, D1 1Constant on time

E 1 K—
L L L LS

o' 'R1 Rc//RL+Rl D Rc//RL+Rs

+I R ' R NS
Constant Frequency, V VI Vo L c// L '§;‘VI*Vo* ILRC//RL
Constant off time 1

RC Rc
Rc+ RL L Rc+ RL L

Rc Du Rc
'"=**‘¤ 3'ED

NV V1 V -iv +vConstant ' ° N I °on time p
_

I - Rc
I Rc

I3 Rc+ RL L Rc+ RL L

....i..D ‘ ADRc+ RL Rc+ RL .
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CHAPTER 4. LOOP-GAIN MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

4.1 ANALOG LOOP-GAIN MEASUREMENT

Analog modulation technique has been widely used in the

loop—gain measurement of switching regulators. However, it

has been observed that the analog modulator is valid only

when the waveform where the sinusoidal disturbance is imv

jected is smooth and well behaved. Figure 4.1.1 is the scheme

of analog loop-gain measurement technique. A sinusoidal dis-

turbance signal, VZ, is injected into the feedback loop. A

network analyzer measures the forward and returned signal,

Vx and Vy. the feedback loop-gain is determined by the ratio

of the forward and return signals. _

Since analog modulation technique injects and nmasures

only the analog signal, this technique is not accurate when

the waveform is not analog signal at the injection point.

Quite often in a switching regulator circuit, the waveform

at the injection point is of a discontinuous nature and that

injection point often is the only physical point where analog

loop-gain measurement can be performed. The measurement re-

sults using analog modulation technique can be erroneous.
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It has been observed that the equivalent series resistance [
(ESR) of the capacitor significantly affects the loop gain

measurement results for boost or buck/boost type of convert-

ers. This is because the pulsating output current flowing

through output filter capacitors induces discontinuity in the

output Voltage waveforms. Observing the output Voltage

waveform in Figure 4.1.2 (d). There are three types of output

ripple Voltage components. The bottom triangular ripple

Voltage waveform is due to the RC time constant of the output

capacitor and load resistor. The top envelope of the ripple

component is due to the second order system as illustrated

in Figure 4.1.2(c). The pulsating ripple component resides

in between the top and bottom envelope and is due to the

pulsating current flowing through the filter capacitor.

apacitor. Let's focus our attention on the pulsating ripple

component; for· now. Let's assume that the output Voltage

waveform can be approximated by the simple square waveform,

as shown in Figure 4.l.3(a). If a sinusoidal disturbance is

injected in series with this pulsating waveform, it results

in the composite waveform as shown in Figure 4.l.3(b). This

waveform contains an amplitude lMOdUl&t€Ö. component and. a

pulse—width xnodulated «:omponent. The amplitude modulation

component of the waveform, corresponding tx: the injected

disturbance, is responsible for the actual duty-cycle modu-

lation [7]. The pulse-width modulation component, which is

directly transmitted from the duty—cycle modulation through

CHAPTER 4. LOOP—GAIN MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 37
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a) uuperturbed

b) perturbed

Fig. 4.1.3 Approximated output Voltage waveform

a) unperturbed

b) perturbed
I
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converter power-stage and feedback loop, does not contribute E

to the modulation of the duty cycle. However, since both E
_ components have exactly the same modulation frequency, the

,

. network analyzer will track both modulation components. Un-

der this circumstance, the measurement data obtained from the

network analyzer, no longer provide results correlating to

the model prediction.

4.2 D|G|TAL—LOOP GAIN MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

The conventional analog modulation scheme is proven to be

trouble prone when the disturbance is injected in the feed-

back loop where the waveform is discontinuous [4]. This is

particularly true for the boost and buck/boost families of

circuits, when the loop-gain is measured at the output volt-

age sensing point since the output voltage waveform is dis-

continuous.

The measurement problems associated with the analog modu-

lation technique motivated Cho and Lee for the development

of the digital modulation technique [7]. In the analog modu-

lation technique, the analog error signal is amplitude modu-

lated with a sinusoidal disturbance signal. In the digital

modulation technique, the pulse-width of the duty-cycle sig-

nal is modulated directly.
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Figure 4.2.1 illustrates the digital loop—gain measurement

technique. lx modulation signal is injected into the duty-

cycle signal. The pulse-width of the duty—cycle signal is

modulated according to a sinusoidal generator. The KVL sat-

isfies dz = dx +dy , then the loop gain |T| = ldyl/[dx], where
dy and dx are the sinusoidal (modulation) components.

The circuit schematic of the digital modulator is shown

in Figure 4.2.2. The detail discussion of the digital

modulator is in reference [7].

Since the digital modulator allows the network analyzer

to measure the forward and return modulated duty-cycle signal

directly, the limitation of the analog modulator as discussed

earlier is overcome. -

Measurement data using the digital modulator is presented

in chapter 5. The measurement data agree well with the ana-

lytical predictions. In addition, the measurement technique

due to the presence of the ESR of the output capacitor are

demonstrated and the results are compared with the measure-

ments using the digital modulator.
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CHAPTER 5. THE EFFECT OF FEEDBACK CONTROL ON POWER—STAGE

MODEL SELECTWON

5.] INTRODUCTION

The discussion of the effect of feedback loop design to

the model selection between average and discrete—average

model has been presented by F. C. Lee and D. J. Shortt [57].

The objective of this chapter is to experimentally verify the

effect of compensation network on the selection of power-

stage models. The boost converter is used as the teqt cir-

cuit with two types of compensation networks implemented.

Due to the presence of ESR of the output filter capacitor,

the output voltage of the boost or buck/boost converter is

discontinuous. As shown in Figure 5.1.1, one can clearly ob-

serve the presence of a double—side modulation envelope.

These two side of the envelope have distinct phase shift,

showing different modulation effects. Figure 4.1.2(b) and (c)

are the network topologies for the switch on and switch off

conditions of the boost regulator. Figure 4.1.2(d) shows the

unperturbed waveforms for inductor current and output volt-

age. It is very clear that the bottom waveform of the output

voltage corresponds to the TOn interval and top waveform

CHAPTER 5. THE EFFECT OF FEEDBACK CONTROL ON POWER—STAGE
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corresponds to the Toff interval. Examining· the «output

Voltage waveform as shown in Figure 5.1.1, it can be seen

that the bottom envelope tracks closely with the capacitor

Voltage waveform; the top envelope is determined by the

capacitor Voltage and the Voltage drop across the ESR of the

output filter capacitor which is a function of the instanta-

neous inductor current. In addition, there exists a duty-

cycle modulation component which is embedded in the output

Voltage waveform [6]. This latter modulation component can

not be observed due to the choice of time scale in Figure

5.1.1.

The average model takes the average of the entire output

Voltage wavefomn, It naturally combines zul. of the three

above mentioned modulation components and assumes that the

average waveform adequately represents the original proper-

ties of the system [6]. The discrete-average model takes

samples of the output Voltage at appropriate instances de-

pending upon the particular duty-cycle controller used.

In this chapter, the accuracy of the average model and

discrete-average model will be shown to depend on the type

of compensation network used in the feedback loop. If the

compensation network can effectively attenuate the switching

ripple then all modulation components of the output Voltage

] CHAPTER 5. THE EFFECT OF FEEDBACK CONTROL ON POWER-STAGEMODEL SELECTION 46



will be well averaged and together form an integral part of

the error signal. Under this condition, the average model is

the more accurate one to use. On the other hand, if the com-
pensation network dose not perform a good integration of the

switching waveform then the discrete-average model is more

accurate.

5.2 OPEN LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTION

A boost dc—dc converter employing a single loop feedback

and za constant frequency (50KHz) duty-cycle controller is

used. Figure 5.2.1 is the schematic of the test circuit, the

parameters are:

L = 356 pH, C = 430 pF, ·RL = 205 Q,

RC= 0.15 Q, R = 0.3 Q, D = 0.5 ,

Vg= 15 v , VO= 30 v .

The expression of the open loop transfer function is found

by opening the loop at point X, indicated in Figure 5.2.1,

and determining the transfer function from A to B. Starting

at point A and proceeding clockwise. The open loop transfer

function is:

CHAPTER 5. THE EFFECT OF FEEDBACK CONTROL ON POWER—STAGE IMODEL SELECTION 47 I
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For the average model:

G = Fm Fa(s) FC(s)

For the discrete-average model:

G = Fm Fda(s) FC(s)

where Fm is the transfer function of PWM which is a naturally

sampled modulator. Fm is simply equal to the inverse of the

peak—to—peak Voltage of the clocked ramp signal [9]. For

this circuit Fm is equal to .33. Fa is the duty—cycle—to-

output Voltage transfer function for the average model and

Fda is the duty-cycle to output Voltage transfer function for

the discrete-average model. FC is the transfer function of
the compensation network.

The effect of the following two types of compensation

networks on the selectbmn of power stage models are dis-

cussed.

5.3 INTEGRAL AND LEAD/LAG COMPENSATION NETWORK

Figure 5.3.l(a) is the schematic diagram of the lst com-

pensation network and Figure 5.3.l(b) is the sketch of the

gain asymptotic plot.
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The transfer function of the compensation network is :

I c R4 SClRx(l + SC3R3)

Figure 5.3.l(b) is the sketch of the gain asymptotic plot

of the compensation network. The numerical values for the

compensation network are:

R = 20 kü, R = 11.4 kQ, R = 5 kQ,x 1 2
R3= 5 kü, R4= 1.1 kQ, R5= 22 kQ,

C l= 0.2 pF, C3= 0.0075 pF.

Figure 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 are the Bode plots of the open loop

transfer function of the average model and discrete average

model. The data in Figure 5.3.2 is measured by the analog

modulator and the data in Figure 5.3.3 is taken by the dig-

ital modulator. The analog modulator is measured at point X

in Figure 5.2.1 and the Cügital modulator is measured at

point Y in Figure 5.2.1. Both measurement data are in good

agreement with the average model prediction.

Examining the theoretical predictions of Figure 5.3.2 and

5.3.3, the average model predicts that the system is stable

CHAPTER 5. THE EFFECT OF FEEDBACK CONTROL ON POWER-STAGE
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and has aa phase margin of approximately l5°. However, the

discrete—average model shows that the systmn is unstable,

with the phase margin of minus 20°. The actual system is

stable and the measurement data match well with the average

model predictions. This is expected since the compensation

network performs a good integration (averaging) of the output

voltage waveform such that all three modulation components

as discussed earlier are combined and together are formed as

an integral part of the error signal.

According to the above analysis measurement data, it is

quite obvious that the average model is more accurate than

the discrete average model for this case.

5.4 SINGLE POLE - SINGLE ZERO COMPENSATION

Figure 5.3.l(a) is the schematic of the single pole —

single zero compensation network and Figure 5.4.1 is the

sketch of the gain asymptotic plot. The numerical values for

the compensation network is:

Rx= 20 kQ, Rl= 11.4 kQ, R2= 5 kQ,
R3= 5 kü, R4= 1.1 kQ, R5= 5.6kQ,
C l= 0.2 uF.
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The transfer function of the compensation network are:

Fc (5.30)
4 l x

where R5 is a variable resistor. The system can be made un-

stable by increasing R5.

Figure 5.4.2 and Figure 5.4.3 depict the Bode plot of the

average model and discrete-average model open loop transfer

function. The measurement data in Figure 5.4.2 was taken by

the analog modulator. In Figure 5.4.3, the measurement data

was taken by the digital modulator.

In Figure 5.4„2, it is obvious that the measured gain

matches well with the average model„ but the measured phase

is in gross error and does not correlabe to either model

prediction. Nonetheless, when the digital modulator is used

for loop gain measurement, both gain and phase measurement

data in Figure 5.4.3 are in good agreement with the discrete

average model predictions.

As shown in Figure 5.4.4, the discrete average model pre-

dicts the instability at R5=8.5 Q. But in Figure 5.4.5, the

average model predicts a stable system for an arbitrarily

high loop gain.
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To ascertain that the both model and measurement data de-
scribe accurately the physical behavior of the circuit, the

following experiment was conducted.

Figure 5.4.6 is the output Voltage waveform of a stable

system. Figure 5.4.7 shows the output Voltage waveform prior

to the occurrence of instability. The picture was taken at

R5=8.5 Q. Compare to Figure 5.4.4, at R5=8.5 Q, the discrete
average model indicates a phase margin of approximately O°.

The system goes into unstable when R5 is greater than 8.5 Q.

The unstable output Voltage waveform of the system is shown

in Figure 5.4.8.

Based on these results, it is quite convincing that the

discrete average model is more accurate than the average

model in this case. This is because the compensation network

dose not perfomn a good integration at the switching fre-

quency. Based on the above experiment, one can also conclude

that the analog modulation scheme for loop gain measurement

is not accurate with this type of compensation. This is be-

cause the measurement data are taken from a waveform that is
discontinuous.
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1
5.5 SUMMARY I

1

As illustrated in this chapter, the accuracy of the

power-stage model depends on the nature of the compensation

network. Since the output voltage of the boost and buck/boost

converters is discontinuous and contains a double—side modu-

lation component with an embedded duty-cycle modulation sig-

nal. If the compensation network effectively averages all

the three modulation components, the average power-stage

model is more accurate. When the compensation network is not

an effective low-pass filter, the discrete average model is

more accurate one. In addition, for boost or buck/boost type

of converters, while the loop gain measurement using the an-

alog modulator is valid only when the compensation network

is a good integrator, the digital modulator always provide

valid measurement data with any type of compensation network.

I CHAPTER 5. THE EFFECT OF FEEDBACK CONTROL ON POWER-STAGE I
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I I
CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS ;

1

The average model is easy to use, gives physical insight

to the system operation, but lacks in accuracy at high modu-

lation frequencies. The discrete technique is exact Lq> to

one-half of the switching frequency. However, it is very

complex and cumbersome to use. The discrete—average model is

derived using both average and discrete concepts. It has been

further pointed out that the duty-cycle control law deter-

mines the proper choice of sampling point, therefore the

output voltage expressions are dependent upon the duty-cycle

control.

The differences between the average model and discrete

average-model are compared. It has been shown that the accu-

racy of tüua model is dependent on the nature of the compen-

sation.:network; If' the compensation network averages the

output voltage ripple so that all modulation components are

integrated and together form an integral part of the error

signal, the average model is accurate. On the other hand, if

the compensation network is not a good lowpass filter, the

discrete average model is the better one to use. For buck

famiky of converters, both models are identical since the

output voltage is continuous.

I
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i
It has been proven that conventional analog modulation

technique is trouble prone when the waveform at the injection ;
point is discontinuous. Since the digital modulator injects [

a digital perturbation and measures the resultant duty-cycle
E

modulation, the measurement results are shown to be more ac-

curate. Furthermore, the loop-gain defined at the duty-cycle

modulator is unique in the case of a multi-loop system. Con-

sequently, the digital modulator can be used with the loop-

gain of aa switching regulator employing current injection

control [7]. For boost or buck/boost type of cbnverters,

while the analog modulator is valid only when the compen-

sation network is a good integrator, the digital modulator

provides valid measurement data under all conditions.
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